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IMPORTANT NOTES:

1

Auctioneers Margin Scheme
The Auctioneers Margin Scheme allows auctioneers to
sell items without VAT on the hammer price. Under
the margin scheme an amount equivalent to VAT at
the current rate is added to the buyer’s premium. This
amount cannot be refunded. The VAT element will
not be shown separately on the buyer’s invoice.
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Buyer’s Premium
A tiered buyer’s premium of 18% plus VAT will be 7
added to the hammer price of each lot, up to and
including £10,000, reducing to 5% plus VAT
8
thereafter.
9
Delivery
Clarke and Simpson Auctions Ltd are unfortunately
unable to pack and ship items but can advise
contacting Jentel (01268 776777) or Mailboxes 10
(01473 218637) for assistance.
11

Enquiries
12
All enquiries to Keith Gray 07551 151862 / 01728
746323 or James Durrant 07773 359134 / 01728 13
621200
14
15

16
Live on-line bidding is available at this auction via the
-saleroom.com. Prior registration is necessary, please 17
visit www.the-saleroom.com for more information.
18
Any purchases made via the-saleroom.com shall be 19
subject to an administration charge of 3% plus VAT
20
on the hammer price.
21
Please refer to the conditions of sale at the rear of this
22
catalogue.
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A vintage Ekco wooden radio and a Ferguson
similar (for spares or repair) £10-£20
A Victorian copper coal helmet £10-£20
A stoneware ﬂagon for E Townsend, Hastings,
35cm high £10-£20
A vintage brass steamer £10-£20
An Art Deco design wooden trinket box
decorated enamel inserts (some missing)
£10-£20
A pair of brass twin branch wall lights and six
metal door handles £5-£10
A pair of cased plated ﬁsh servers; another pair of
plated servers and a quantity of various cutlery
£10-£20
An antique enamel water can and a similar jug
£20-£30
An antique inlaid games board; a poker work
decorated picture frame and an antique carved
oak door panel £20-£40
An antique copper side pouring coﬀee pot and a
bell metal candlestick £10-£20
An antique carved rustic wooden measure
£20-£40
A pair of Victorian spelter candlesticks with
Griﬃn decoration £25-£40
A Halfords vintage oil injector; a vintage oil can
and a vintage "Leather Oil Can" £10-£20
An antique inlaid folding games board £20-£30
A tray of miscellaneous items to include brass
spoons, skimmer, toasting forks, ﬁshing reels etc.
£15-£20
A cased set of twelve each Victorian bone
handled fruit knives and forks £10-£20
Three railway sidings maps of Hadleigh, Raydon
Wood, and Capel, circa.1900 £100-£150
Two vintage meat presses £10-£20
A cast metal Art Deco statue of a naked female
and a carved yew wood similar £10-£20
A glass butter churn by Blow £10-£20
Two sets of H Pooley & Son B.R.(S) scales, Nos.
6248-6252 £10-£20
A plated three bottle decanter stand £40-£60
An oak coopered lidded container £10-£20
Four Hensell bowling woods in a carrying bag
and a Terry's bowling measure £10-£20
Various glass medicine bottles; a stoneware water
bottle; copper funnel etc. £10-£20
An antique treen maize bowl £20-£30
An antique iron kettle £10-£20
A stoneware chicken drinker £20-£30
An Auteroche lamp and a metal ware carriage
lamp £35-£50
A tray of miscellaneous vintage grease guns
£15-£20
A collection of seven vintage oil cans £20-£30
An antique copper kettle £10-£20

Each lot is subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 18% plus VAT
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A pair of vintage wooden shoe trees £10-£20
A WW2 Bars Parallax type PB2 stereoscopic
viewer, cased £30-£50
A WW2 naval brass rolling rule £35-£55
A small vintage hand axe £5-£10
A small vintage leather case £40-£60
A box of various clock faces £10-£20
Three various glass oil lamps £20-£30
A Welch patent railway lamp £20-£30
An antique copper gallon measure £20-£30
Nine various vintage oil cans £10-£20
A set of Libra Scale Co. cast iron and brass
kitchen scales £10-£20
Two vintage carbide lamps £40-£60
A cased set of vintage bowling woods, complete
with jacks £25-£40
Two vintage carbide cycle lamps £40-£60
An antique copper two gallon jug £70-£100
Two vintage carbide cycle lamps AF £20-£30
A collection of vintage tins £10-£20
A set of antique postal scales; a cased set of
weights and a turned wooden candlestick
£10-£20
A cast iron and wooden plaque depicting an ox
cart £20-£30
A cast iron and wooden plaque depicting a
vintage shooting scene £20-£30
A box containing various tools; brass hearth stand;
vintage grater; cash tin etc. £10-£20
A Lyons Coﬀee and Chicory extract enamel sign,
59" x 18" £250-£350
A model ship in glazed case £20-£40
A model of a vintage sail ship in glazed case
£20-£40
A model of a galleon in glazed case £10-£20
A model of a steam ship in glazed case £10-£20
A bronze pestle and mortar; a Victorian Britannia
metal self pouring teapot; three pewter plates and
a metal hearth stand £20-£30
A Shand Mason & Co. ﬁreman's lamp and a
brass cased vintage lamp £30-£50
A cast iron vintage waﬄe iron £10-£20
A cast iron vintage waﬄe iron £10-£20
An Eastern brass, copper and white metal inlaid
tray £10-£20
A pair of T E Bladen hand held lamps - one AF
£20-£40
A collection of Dent of London Night
Watchman recording clocks with keys (7),
marking keys and discs, and leather carrying
pouches £80-£120
A vintage metal ware pouring can and an old cast
hearth iron £10-£20
A box of miscellaneous items to include chuckles,
carved elephant bookends, paper holders etc.
£10-£20
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Four various horn ship models; a ship half model
and another £10-£20
A large vintage leather binocular case £2-£5
Two vintage cannon balls £10-£20
A box containing miscellaneous items to include a
carpet beater, a hearth stand, lino knife, and
miscellaneous domestic items £10-£20
A small cast iron anvil £10-£20
A vintage iron eel gleave £50-£80
A tray of vintage Formula 1 badges, tickets and
stickers £10-£20
A vintage brass hearth stand, toasting fork etc.
£20-£40
A collection of WW2 memorabilia to include
dried eggs, anti gas eye shield, ointment, Super
Ration Type K (unopened), folding pan etc.
£20-£30
A set of vintage household balance scales
£10-£20
An antique pewter tobacco jar; a cast iron similar;
an oval lead example and a pewter snuﬀ box
£20-£30
A metal ware model of a ﬁeld cannon £10-£20
A vintage novelty cast iron money bank
£80
-£120
A rare cast iron novelty money box in the form of
William Tell £200-£300
A boxed dairy testing set £10-£20
A Triang train set including "Lord of The Isles"
locomotive £80-£120
Four vintage wooden handled tools £10-£20
An old ﬂoor standing metal candle stand; another
similar and a part lamp £10-£20
A set of Metric test weights, (cased) £100-£150
A set of Imperial test weights, (cased) £100-£150
A vintage hay knife £5-£10
A vintage Collard record player - sold as a
collector's item £10-£20
A vintage enamel sign "We Milk The Mackford
Way", 9" x 15" £30-£50
A "Simplex Hygiene Milker" enamel sign, 6" x
13" £40-£60
A vintage enamel "Ogden's Juggler Tobacco"
sign, 10" x 22" £120-£160
A vintage enamel "Pears Soap" advertising sign,
3" x 18.5" £25-£35
A vintage circular enamel "Coca Cola" advertising
sign, 12" dia. £40-£60
A vintage circular enamel "Bewick" advertising
sign, 12" dia. £40-£60
A circular enamel "Mobil Oil EP" advertising
sign, 12" dia. £40-£60
A circular metal advertising sign, double sided for
"Paderborner Export", 8.5" dia. £10-£20
A circular enamel "Sinclair Pennsylvania Motor
Oil" sign, 12" dia. £60-£80

Each lot is subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 18% plus VAT
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A circular enamel "Phillips 66 Motor Oil" sign,
12" dia. £40-£60
A vintage enamel "Churchmans" advertising sign,
8.5" x 18" AF £10-£20
An "Esso Lube" advertising print "Here's Your
Motor Oil, Mummy" £20-£30
A cased collection of veterinary tools £10-£20
A collection of pianola rolls £10-£20
A collection of pianola rolls £10-£20
A collection of vintage lampshades etc.
£10-£20
A Newton & Co of Fleet Street double Magic
Lantern, gas powered with numerous accessories
and ﬁtted wooden cases £200-£400
A set of twelve wooden framed oblong coloured
glass Magic Lantern slides depicting Punch &
Judy scenes in ﬁtted box £100-£150
A collection of black and white Magic Lantern
slides, mostly views in mahogany carrying case
£30-£50
A collection of black and white Magic Lantern
slides depicting mostly Biblical scenes contained
in a ﬁtted box £30-£50
A collection of coloured Magic Lantern slides
having circular European decorative scenes
£30-£50
A collection of black and white Magic Lantern
slides depicting early fairground, boating, leisure
and European scenes £40-£60
A set of twelve coloured Magic Lantern slides
depicting circular views of wildlife £60-£80
A small collection of coloured Magic Lantern
slides depicting Royalty, scenic views etc.
£30-£50
Twelve coloured Magic Lantern slides depicting
pirate and sea battle scenes £40-£60
A collection of Magic Lantern slides with
religious texts and hymns, in a ﬁtted pine box
with paper label for "The Church Army Lantern
Department" £20-£30
A collection of coloured Magic Lantern slides
depicting Biblical scenes in cardboard and leather
mounted case £20-£30
A collection of coloured Magic Lantern slides
depicting "The Adventures of Robin Hood", His
Master's Voice advertising slide, various others
with text's, family groups etc. £30-£50
A collection of various coloured Magic Lantern
slides depicting European fairy tales etc.
£40-£60
A set of twelve coloured Magic Lantern slides
"Jumbo's Revenge" £20-£40
A large collection of photographic Magic
Lantern slides including scenes of early British
holiday scenes, Canada, Russia, European scenes
etc. in ﬁtted wooden box £60-£100
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A collection of Magic Lantern slides including
"Rescue Of The Crew In Bay of Biscay", "Rolling
Obelisk Down The Beach At The Launch Of The
Cleopatra", "The Cleopatra Leaving Ferrol in The
Tow Of The Steam Tug Anglia", "Cleopatra's
Needle Abandoned By The Olga In The Bay of
Biscay", various scenic views including London
and Dublin, Troops returning From War etc.
contained in a ﬁtted box £40-£60
A collection of small oblong shaped Magic
Lantern slides depicting military travel, circus,
and children's story time scenes (17) £40-£60
A box of Primus Magic Lantern slides, wildlife
including mammals, ﬁsh, and butterﬂies, each
scene numbered (12 slides) £40-£60
Twelve Primus Magic Lantern slides, British
Army, Our Lifeboat Men, British Navy, Our
Firemen, and Tales and Stories, (boxed) £40-£60
Seven loose Magic Lantern slides depicting
stories and characters, and ﬁve others £20-£40
A quantity of Magic Lantern slides of Hymns,
Phrases and advertising slide for F Stanley
Aldridge, Church Street, Hadleigh; and two
photographic slides £20-£30
A collection of wooden framed black and white
slides depicting scenic views, Venetian Palace,
Middle Eastern scenes, continental lake scene,
and various buildings (12) £20-£30
A boxed set of twelve Magic Lantern slides
depicting The Charge of The Light Brigade
£40-£60
Eleven coloured glass Magic Lantern slides
depicting Firemen and two others depicting the
story of Dick Whittington £20-£40
A set of twelve Magic Lantern slides depicting
Life in Soudan £40-£60
Nine coloured Magic Lantern slides depicting
Medieval scenes, and ﬁve exploration scenes
£60-£80
Eight Magic Lantern slides, various depicting
WW1 and WW2 Parade scenes, Tower Bridge,
dock scene, and others £30-£40
A collection of coloured Magic Lantern slides
including jungle scenes, Dogs and Monks of St
Bernard, and numerous others varying sizes, two
mahogany slide frames contained in a pine box
£60-£100
Nine black and white Magic Lantern slides
mostly zoological photographic scenes; and seven
coloured Magic Lantern slides decorated
European and other scenes £40-£60
Arctic Exploration, eleven coloured glass slides
£60-£100
A set of twelve coloured Magic Lantern slides
depicting religious and Biblical scenes
£20-£40

Each lot is subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 18% plus VAT
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Various black and white photographic slides to
include Steamer on the Rocks, HMS Victory,
The Matterhorn, a scene of towing pleasure
yachts, Douglas Harbour etc.; and a collection of
printed Hymn slides £20-£30
A set of twelve coloured glass Magic Lantern
slides to include Mosque of Omar, Pool of
Hezemah, and other Middle Eastern scenes
£20-£30
A part set of eight coloured Magic Lantern slides
depicting a fable / story£20-£40
A set of twelve coloured Magic Lantern slides
depicting Old Testament scenes £20-£40
A set of twelve coloured Magic Lantern slides
depicting a fable two men, a barrel and a wild cat
AF £10-£20
A set of twelve coloured Magic Lantern slides
depicting a fairy tale of pigs £40-£60
A collection of black and white photographic
slides depicting Society For Physical Research
and subjects of experiment £10-£20
A boxed set of eight coloured Magic Lantern
slides from The Primus Junior Lecturers Series
"Gag-Jag The Rejected" £30-£50
A collection of various Magic Lantern slides
depicting native scenes; black and white
photographic zoological scenes; a Review of
Indian Troops etc. £20-£40
A set of twelve coloured Magic Lantern slides
depicting Western Pioneers, and Indian Warfare
£60-£100
A collection of photographic Magic Lantern
slides including the Wailing Wall, various family
groups, scenes etc. £10-£20
Five tinted photographic Magic Lantern slides
Promise of Life, boxed £10-£20
Ten coloured Magic Lantern slides "Excelsior"
incomplete and some damage, boxed £10-£20
A set of twelve coloured Magic Lantern slides
"Curfew Must Not Ring Tonight", boxed
£20-£30
A set of twelve comical coloured Magic Lantern
slides "The Doctors Boy The White Washer",
boxed £10-£20
A comical set (No.242) the elephants revenge, set
of twelve coloured Magic Lantern slides £10-£20
An incomplete set of coloured Magic Lantern
slides, "The House That Jack Built" (missing slide
No.7, from a set of 12), (boxed) £10-£20
An incomplete set of coloured Magic Lantern
slides entitled "The Princess and the
Bear" (missing slide No.4) from a set of twelve,
(boxed) £10-£20
A set of six coloured Magic Lanterns slides of
"the signal box at Woodleigh", (boxed)
£20-£40
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A set of six coloured Magic Lantern slides
entitled "The Hare and The Hedgehog", and two
other coloured slides, (boxed) £10-£20
A part set of coloured Magic Lantern slides,
"Catch A Sunbeam", (8 slides), (boxed) £10-£20
A part set of nine coloured Magic Lantern slides
"Gullivers Travels" and one other AF, from a set
of 12, (boxed) £10-£20
A set of twelve coloured Magic Lantern slides,
"Robinson Crusoe", boxed £20-£40
A part set of coloured Magic Lantern slides
entitled "Puss In Boots" (missing one slide No.1,
from a set of 12), (boxed) £10-£20
A part set of coloured Magic Lantern slides
"Little Red Riding Hood", (missing slide No.3
from a set of 12), (boxed) £20-£40
A set of eight coloured Magic Lantern slides
entitled "Coon Steals A Chicken", boxed
£20-£40
A set of twelve coloured Magic Lantern slides,
"The Dogs and Monks of St Bernard", (boxed
£20-£30
A part set of nine coloured Magic Lantern slides
"Old Mother Hubbard and Her Wonderful
Dog", (missing slides 1, 8 & 9, from a set of 12),
(boxed) £10-£20
A part set of coloured Magic Lantern slides "The
House That Jack Built" (missing slide No.7, from
a set of 12), (boxed) £10-£20
An incomplete set of coloured Magic Lantern
slides "Cats and Rats" (missing slides No. 2&3,
from a set of 12), boxed £10-£20
A part set of coloured glass Magic Lantern slides
"Fireman's Rescue" (5), boxed £10-£20
A part set of coloured Magic Lantern slides "The
Boer War of 1900" and others (16), boxed
£10-£20
A set of twelve coloured Magic Lantern slides
"The Story of Santa Claus", boxed £20-£40
A part set of nine coloured Magic Lantern slides,
"Sally In Our Alley", boxed £10-£20
A set of twelve coloured Magic Lantern slides
"Ali Baba", boxed £20-£40
A set of twelve photographic Magic Lantern
slides "The British Navy", (boxed) £20-£40
A part set of eight coloured Magic Lantern slides
"The British Navy", boxed £10-£20
A part set of six coloured Magic Lantern slides
relating to Lady Jane Grey, boxed £10-£20
A part set of eleven black and white photographic
Magic Lantern slides of Kent, (boxed) £10-£20
A part set of eight coloured Magic Lantern slides
depicting London views, (boxed) £10-£20
Thirteen black and white photographic Magic
Lantern slides of Middle Eastern scenes, boxed
£10-£20

Each lot is subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 18% plus VAT
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A set of twelve black and white photographic
Magic Lantern slides depicting Cairo, boxed
£10-£20
A part set of black and white and one coloured
photographic Magic Lantern slides depicting
Paris and the Paris Exhibition, boxed
£10-£20
A set of ten coloured Magic Lantern slides, "The
History of Tea" and one other, boxed
£60-£100
A part set of coloured Magic Lantern slides
"Victoria's Reign", boxed £10-£20
Six coloured glass Magic Lantern slides "Alice,
Where Art Thou?", boxed £10-£20
A part set of nine coloured Magic Lantern slides
"The Making of a Sovereign", (boxed)
£20-£30
A set of twelve coloured Magic Lantern slides
"Aladdin", boxed £20-£30
A set of eight coloured Magic Lantern slides
"Amy's Lover", boxed £10-£20
A set of eight coloured Magic Lantern slides
depicting oriental scenes, (boxed) £20-£30
A set of twelve coloured Magic Lantern slides
"Puss In Boots", boxed £20-£30
A set of twelve coloured Magic Lantern slides
"Santa Claus", boxed £20-£40
A part set of eleven black and white photographic
Magic Lantern slides depicting Italian scenes,
(boxed) £10-£20
Seventeen black and white Magic Lantern
transparency plates, Norwegian scenes, boxed
AF £10-£20
Fourteen black and white glass transparencies of
various scenes by Padet Price plate Co. Watford,
(boxed) £10-£20
An early 20th Century mahogany and brass
mounted double Magic Lantern; together
with
various
lenses
and
accessories
£100-£200
Fifteen wooden framed coloured Magic Lantern
slides depicting ﬁsh, mammals, marsupia and
other wildlife £50-£100
Eight wooden framed coloured glass Magic
Lantern slides depicting ships, scenic views,
rainbow etc. £60-£100
A metal ware Magic Lantern AF £20-£30
A metal and brass mounted Magic Lantern with
original ﬁtments £20-£40
A walnut cased stereoscopic viewer AF
£10-£20
A ﬁtted wooden slide box stamped R.F.C.,
(Royal Flying Corps.) and contents depicting
scenes of aerial photography, other military
scenes, aircraft etc. £60-£100
A large brass cased lens £10-£20
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Five mechanical hand held Magic Lantern slides
depicting Motions of the Earth and Month
Revolutions of the Moon; Motion of the Earth,
Rising and Setting of the Sun; Earth and Motion
Around the Sun and the Seasons; Forward
Backward and Stationary Appearance of Venus
and Mercury; and The Planets With Their
Revolution Around The Sun £1,000-£2,000
201 Three mechanical hand held Magic Lantern
slides £50-£100
202 Four wooden framed Magic Lantern slides
depicting various animals, Punch and Judy
ﬁgures, a dancing bear, skeleton etc.
£100-£150
203 A ﬁne 19th Century brass and copper samovar
£50-£80
204 An unusual enamel and cast iron balanced
advertising sign for "Janssen Int & Billings"
£75-£100
205 A "Collis of Ipswich" oak framed circular wall
clock with key and pendulum AF £50-£80
206 An old epidiascope for restoration together with
original box £30-£50
206A A vintage ﬂight identiﬁcation chart of British
aircraft £10-£20
207 A small wooden shaped biscuit tray
£10-£20
208 Four vintage cork screws and a pair of drain cover
lifters £10-£20
209 A box of various cast iron and brass scale weights
£10-£20
210 Three old sheep's foot rot boots £10-£20
211 A small brass microscope by R & J Beck Ltd of
London with ﬁtted case £50-£80
212 A rush light and cruise lamp £60-£80
213 A large sheep's clucket bell £15-£25
214 Two large syringes £10-£20
215 An RSPCA London Van horse merit badge for
1923 on original leather; plus a twin bell terret
mounted on an original leather £20-£40
216 A set of Manchur scales for weighing ﬂeeces
£15-£20
217 An unusual type of balling gun; together with a
packet of Cupis Balls £25-£35
218 A framed blacksmith's notice for "The National
Master Farriers Blacksmith's and Agricultural
Engineers Association" £10-£20
219 An old Patterson Lamps Ltd. miners lamp type
GTL9P for Gateshead on Tyne £20-£40
220 A large brass microscope by R & J Beck Ltd
London, with ﬁtted box and various lenses
£50-£100
221 A quantity of Bryant & May's book matches in
original box £10-£20
222 A small glazed display case of corn samples and a
brass corn tester £15-£20

Each lot is subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 18% plus VAT
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A vintage Schroder tyre gauge and valve cap tin; a
small Ford spanner; an old leather cased tape
measure, and a small brass faced spirit level
£10-£20
A box containing various small tools; a pair of
brass piano candle holders; a quantity of vintage
sea hooks etc. £10-£20
Two late 19th Century knife polish tins with
contents £10-£20
A tray of seven vintage collectable garden
secateurs £15-£25
A quantity of pig ringing tools on a small board
£10-£20
A Blickensderfer typewriter Model 5 in a wooden
carrying case. Dhiat Ensor keyboard. Two bottles
of ink and a bottle of typewriter oil, dated from
the 1890's and contains instruction booklet
£80-£120
A metal branding iron, marked CS £10-£20
A jewellers ring stretcher complete with formers
£35-£50
A 19th Century brass goﬀering iron on stand
£20-£30
An ornate mahogany and metal stereoscopic
viewer; together with an original boxed set of
South African "War Through The Stereoscope"
slides £30-£50
A brass model horse plough on stand £10-£20
A small watchmakers / model anvil £10-£20
A small watchmakers / model anvil with vice
£10-£20
A most unusual early smoothing plane with
carved head block, and name to front of Alf
Halls, and dated 1810 £30-£50
An early brass corkscrew £90-£120
Three small bronze ﬁgures of a stork, hare and
rabbit £100-£150
An unusual pair of brass and copper globe card
game trump markers £10-£20
An unusual autobridge playing board £10-£20
A decoy duck £35-£50
A table blotter with silver corners £20-£40
A brass pestle and mortar £25-£35
Six boxed Ever-Ready razors in original box, and
two valet safety razors and a blade sharpener
£15-£25
A large quantity of mixed keys £20-£30
A box of cartridge wad cutters etc. £10-£20
Four various car mascots £25-£40
A small carbide lamp £5-£10
Two lead shot measures; a box of various tools
and a packet of cartridge caps £10-£20
A small tub of tools, silver plated Teddy pepper;
mouse vesta; pig vesta; compass; pen knives etc.
£60-£80
A stainless steel butchers chopper £10-£20
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A German DRP56076 measuring tool £40-£60
A box of various clock keys and winding handles
£10-£20
Five various cork screws £60-£80
Five various machinery booklets, including a
McBain 1967 pea cutter/rower, Cadet sugar beet
harvester, Claas Matador Gigigant, Bamfords
diesel engine model Z5 & Z6, and a Ford motor
company parts list for 4 and 6 cyclinder industrial
engines 1960 edition £10-£20
A WW2 universal torch and a Lucifere of
Geneva (Suisse) dynamo torch £20-£30
An unusual brass mounted starting/warning gun
mounted on a mahogany plinth £30-£50
An Edward Massey's new EL patent yacht log
No.16092, mounted on a wooden plinth £50-£80
A box of brass powder measures; a brass shot
measure etc. £20-£40
Two oak carved corbels, with label to verso
"possibly passed into the hands of the Barry
family, and assumed from the Old Houses of
Parliament" £30-£50
A Brevete AG S.G.D.G. pocket watch pivot
repair tool £45-£60
An old Aboriginal boomerang £20-£40
An Bakelite marching compass £20-£40
An unusual sprung corkscrew £10-£20
A small carriage lamp £10-£20
A large box of railway related post-cards
£10-£20
A quantity of photo's, mainly of India etc.
£20-£40
A box of small hinges and locks £10-£20
A brown Midland Railway lamp in perfect
condition with ceramic burner £35-£50
A brown Midland Railway lamp in perfect
condition with brass burner £35-£50
Three various spring balances £5-£10
Two WW2 shell dressings unopened £10-£20
A large Victorian post-card album and contents
of post-cards £50-£80
An ornate stereoscopic viewer and quantity of
stereoscopic slides £20-£40
A pair of Japanese WW2 binoculars in leather
carrying case £30-£50
A small folding architects ruler, by J Rabone of
Birmingham £5-£10
A bundle of old keys £10-£20
A small yellow enamel Derv sign; an early brass
gyroscope toy and two brass door knockers
£20-£30
A paper/pen knife named to W.G.Gosling &
Sons Precision Engineers of Ipswich £10-£20
Two vintage collector's bottles, named to
Benjamin D Gall Steam Power, Woodbridge
Mineral Water Works £10-£20
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A leather cased pocket barometer by J H Steward
of London £80-£120
A small brass cased pocket barometer
£50-£80
Six various Popple type oil cans for cycles, sewing
machine etc. £20-£25
A wooden cased compass £30-£50
A General Motors Ltd. Delco shock absorber oil
tin £65-£80
A brass car mascot (Telegram Man) £130-£150
A German metal eagle emblem £20-£40
A pair of Lumiere of Paris binoculars with
leather carrying case £30-£50
Two lead Sun Fire Marks, (Nos. 48534J &
3269J6) £20-£40
A circa. 1920's plated pin tray with the emblem
to the Woolwich Equitable Building Society
£10-£20
An Ilford Golf Club trophy tankard, dated for
August 1914 £10-£20
A 1938 second edition of the National Benzole
Assoc. standard speciﬁcations for Benzole and
Allied Products book; together with a lunch
menu for 19th January 1939 at the Savoy
restaurant, London for the National Benzole
Assoc. £10-£20
Two old maps, one Ordnance survey for Suﬀolk
published 1908, and one Bacons Atlas and Guide
to London dated 1928 £10-£20
Four various AA car badges and a Ford Side
Valve owners club badge £80-£100
A small Lookout GER enamel armband and an
"Open/Closed" shop sign £20-£40
A small "Mooring Winch System" marine sign
£10-£20
A small enamel "Persil" sign, 5 1/2" x 4"
£30-£50
A box of clock makers tools £20-£30
A small measure; an ivory rule and a pair of
folding glasses £10-£20
A ﬁne pair of mother of pearl and brass opera
glasses £50-£80
A Jaeger car clock £20-£30
A large set of shop keepers scales and weights
£10-£20
A pair of cast iron campana shaped garden urns,
on stands £100-£200
A set of French Grape Weighing Scales by Kuhn
& Hoﬀmann, complete with some weights
£40-£60
An enamel "R Whites Lemonade" advertising
sign 30" x 20" £100-£150
A circular double sided enamel "Michelin Tyres
You Can Trust" sign, 30" dia. £80-£120
A circular enamel "Shell Aviation Gasoline" sign,
30" dia. £80-£120
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A circular enamel special edition "Standard
Gasoline" sign decorated with Micky Mouse, 24"
dia. £100-£150
309 A two gallon "Esso" fuel can painted white
£40-£60
309A A two gallon petroleum spirit can in red
£15-£20
310 A two gallon "Sun" motor spirit can £150-£200
311 A "Shell" motor spirit can and a "Shellmex"
similar £20-£30
312 A wooden coopered sherry barrel, 46cm high
£10-£20
313 Three Gilbey Vintners sherry barrels £20-£30
314 A vintage glazed stoneware brandy barrel, 38cm
high £10-£20
315 Two "Carters Seed" signs £20-£30
316 A "Wills Capstan Cigarettes" tin advertising sign
AF, 36" x 18" £15-£20
317 A "Riviera Golden Paraﬃn" advertising sign, 14"
x 24" £20-£30
318 A "Green & King" metal advertising sign, 46" x
28" £40-£60
319 A Baby Belling cooker and a stand £10-£20
320 A vintage cricket bat, four cricket stumps and a
lacrosse racket £5-£10
321 A old cast iron ﬁre back £40-£60
322 A Victorian copper coal bin with lid £40-£60
323 A WW2 sledge, 220cm long £20-£40
324 A vintage 1970's CCT stage light, recovered
from a theatre near Great Yarmouth, restored
and on an adjustable tripod £200-£300
325 An original blacksmith's ﬁre pot complete with
bellows, converted to a BBQ £50-£80
325A A very long handled antique eel spear £50-£80
326 An antique oak settle with linen fold panelled
back £100-£150
327 A mid-20th Century Russian industrial sign,
approx. 13¾" x 9¾" £10-£20
328 A mid-20th Century Russian industrial sign,
approx. 13¾" x 9¾" £10-£20
329 A mid-20th Century Russian industrial sign,
approx. 13¾" x 9¾" £10-£20
330 A mid-20th Century Russian industrial sign,
approx. 13¾" x 9¾" £10-£20
331 A mid-20th Century Russian industrial sign,
approx. 13¾" x 9¾" £10-£20
332 A mid-20th Century Russian industrial sign,
approx. 13¾" x 9¾" £10-£20
333 A mid-20th Century Russian industrial sign,
approx. 13¾" x 9¾" £10-£20
334 A mid-20th Century Russian industrial sign,
approx. 13¾" x 9¾" £10-£20
335 A mid-20th Century Russian industrial sign,
approx. 13¾" x 9¾" £10-£20
336 A vintage enamel railway sign "Tickets", 5" x
34½" £10-£20

Each lot is subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 18% plus VAT
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A vintage enamel railway sign "Waiting Room",
5" x 34½" £10-£20
338 A vintage enamel railway sign "Telephone", 5" x
34½" £10-£20
339 A vintage enamel railway sign "Ladies", 5" x
34½" £10-£20
340 An Aladdin's pink paraﬃn oil drum and another
similar £10-£20
341 Two vintage Jerry cans in lockable stands and a
petrol can £10-£20
342 Three jerry cans £45-£60
343 Two vintage Jerry cans £30-£50
343A A 5 gallon International tractor fuel can
£25-£35
344 A "Royal Daylight" 10 gallon oil drum
£40-£60
345 A WW2 German Jerry can £30-£50
346 A collection of various vintage petrol and paraﬃn
cans £10-£20
347 A vintage pressurised greaser; a foot pump; an old
ﬁre extinguisher and a jack £10-£20
348 A Broom Wade Ltd air compressor with a
quantity of spares £10-£20
349 A small stationery petrol engine £30-£50
350 Two spirit carboys in original iron cases £10-£20
351 A Grayson lathe £100-£150
352 A radio transmitter and receiver, together with
speaker - vendor reports possibly from a
Lancaster bomber £60-£100
353 A wireless morse code unit £20-£40
354 A wireless morse code unit £20-£40
355 A quantity of various Lancaster bomber and
other aviation books £20-£30
356 A vintage painted pine meat safe £20-£30
357 Various collector's audio and camera items to
include slide viewers, Brownie projector, cassette
recorders, vintage adding machine etc. £20-£30
358 Four leather straps hung with various vintage and
later horse brasses £20-£40
359 A vintage tandem bicycle with child seat £40-£60
360 A quantity of vintage tent poles £5-£10
361 A Victorian circular wall clock with white enamel
Roman numeral dial £30-£50
362 A circular enamel "Robin Hood Beer" advertising
sign 36" dia. £150-£200
363 A large ornate Indian copper panel 76cmx 60cm
£100-£150
364 A galvanised stable front £10-£20
365 Four Jensen wheels and tyres £20-£40
366 Mike Ely, watercolour study of Lancaster
bombers ﬂying over a ﬁeld with binding in
progress 32cm x 41cm £20-£30
367 Castle, study of Lancaster bomber on airﬁeld at
night, 48cm x 103cm £30-£50
368 Castle, study of a Lancaster bomber in ﬂight,
63cm x 76cm £40-£60

369

Castle, study of Lancaster bombers on the airﬁeld
entitled "Big Birds, Short Stirlings" signed crayon
and pastel, 50cm x 69cm AF £40-£60
370 A vintage four wheel trolley £10-£20
371 A quantity of black metal Suﬀolk door latches
£10-£20
372 A vintage folding picnic table £10-£20
372A A Ewbank cast iron and enamel folding ringer
£10-£20
373 A Champion Power & Forge Co. of Lancaster
USA heavy duty wall mounting antique drill
press £40-£60
374 A tractor PTO driven water pump £10-£20
375 A tractor pulley drive and PTO £10-£20
376 Four Ransomes plough points £10-£20
377 A Ferguson earth scoop £40-£60
378 A large Belfast sink £20-£30
379 A shallow sink £10-£20
380 A Cotswolds Studios manhole cover £20-£40
381 A shallow stoneware sink £20-£30
382 An Oats & Green of Halifax glazed stoneware
corner horse trough £20-£40
383 An Oats & Green of Halifax glazed stoneware
corner horse trough £20-£40
384 An Oats & Green of Halifax glazed stoneware
corner horse trough AF £10-£20
385 An Oats & Green of Halifax glazed stoneware
corner horse trough AF £10-£20
386 A set of vintage folding wooden steps £5-£10
387 A set of vintage wooden folding steps £10-£20
388 A set of green painted vintage folding steps
£10-£20
389 A Dening of Chard circular saw bench
£20-£30
390 An old metal hay rack and two hanging hay racks
£10-£20
391 A galvanised water tank with brass tap, 122cm x
61cm x 61cm £20-£30
392 A vintage galvanised water tank, 61cm x 61cm x
61cm £20-£30
393 An 8' galvanised feed trough £10-£20
394 A large lever operated mortice and chisel
£10-£20
395 A "Mobil Oil" painted oil storage cabinet, 181cm
x 46cm x 50.5cm deep £20-£40
396 A vintage ornate painted wooden and metal 8ft
gate, (248cm x 110cm) £20-£40
397 A pair of Antique painted wooden shop front
brackets £10-£20
398 A pair of painted metal cart shafts £10-£20
399 A pair of vintage metal cart shafts with a metal
step £15-£20
400 A pair of vintage wooden cart shafts with integral
metal step £20-£30
401 Four vintage cart wheel hubs No.6 and No.7 by
Page & Girling of Melton £20-£40
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A quantity of old wooden barn doors ﬁtted large
iron hinges £10-£20
A Land Rover roof and cab panels £30-£50
A Governess cart £100-£200
An antique Austrian four wheel horse carriage,
part leather seated with iron wheels. Owned by
the same family in the Netherlands for 40 years,
previously believed to have come from Austria
where it was made. £350-£550
A Yorkshire ﬂat cart, highly decorated with
foliate scrolls and fruit, painted to the back
"Dusty Smith, General Dealer", to ﬁt a 13.2 14.2 hand horse £1,200-£1,500
A vintage gypsy wagon with interior ﬁtments and
accessories including enamel stove, steps etc. (In
need of some restoration) £6,000-£10,000
A set of horse harness relating to the previous lot
£500-£800
Two leaded glass window panels £10-£20
A pine cased late Victorian regulator type wall
clock £10-£20
A circular enamel "Castrol Wakeﬁeld Motor
Oil" sign, 16" dia. £50-£80
A Victorian walnut regulator type wall clock for
restoration £10-£20
A quantity of wooden handled and other vintage
tools £10-£20
A pair of cast iron wheels £10-£20
An antique carved oak hall stand £30-£50
An old dog cart wheel £10-£20
Three sets of horns mounted as trophies on shield
plaques £30-£50
A set of horns, mounted on a shield plaque
£30-£50
An enamel "Atcost" oval advertising sign, 12" x
29½" £100-£150
An enamel advertising sign for "Aladdin pink
paraﬃn", 14" x 21" £60-£80
An antique painted pine ﬁre surround and a
wrought iron grate £10-£20
A vintage ornate cast iron memorial cross with
leaf decoration, 112cm high £80-£120
A set of National cast iron steps, 187cm x 32cm
£20-£30
Seven 1930's leaded light windows and
ironmongery £20-£30
An old stirrup pump £10-£20
An enamel "Barclay Pallet & Co Ltd.",
advertising sign, 82 x 482 £60-£80
An enamel "Westwood Ho Smoking Mixture"
advertising sign, 18" x 40" £130-£160
A "We Give Green Shield Stamps" metal sign,
30" x 24" £30-£50
An enamel "Thorley Cake" advertising sign, 27" x
32" £150-£250
A pair of vintage cart wheels, 48" dia. £150-£250
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Two metal and glass window panels £5-£10
A cast iron memorial cross with leaf decoration,
128cm £80-£120
An old cast iron wheel with wooden handle
(from a root cutter) £10-£20
A large cast iron memorial cross with leaf
decoration, 158cm high £100-£150
An enamel advertising sign for "Pratts Perfection
Spirit", 18" x 52" £150-£250
A "Player Weights Pictorial" advertising sign,
29" x 19½" £40-£60
An enamel advertising sign for "Texaco Marine
Lubricants", 30" x 15" £80-£120
A metal advertising sign for "Michelin" in the
form of a map of the British Isles, 34" x 289"
£40-£60
Four leaded glass window lights in the Art
Nouveau style £60-£80
A large Victorian oak country house
housekeepers cupboard, ﬁtted numerous drawers
and compartments, 109cm wide x 232cm
£60-£100
A Victorian walnut and inlaid overmantel mirror
£20-£30
A Victorian lace and jet mourning dress, cape
and bonnet £20-£40
A cast iron pot bellied stove with vine decoration
£20-£40
A cast iron wood burner £20-£30
An antique cast iron grate with ornate brass front
and
ﬁre
back with
vine
decoration
£80-£120
An ornate brass Bachus decorated wall mirror
£20-£40
A taxidermy study of a fox £20-£40
A naturally grown three tine seven foot wooden
hay fork £20-£40
An old cast iron hanging sign £10-£20
A large grey hanging industrial lamp £20-£30
A large grey hanging industrial lamp £20-£30
A large grey hanging industrial lamp £20-£30
Three large light bulbs £10-£20
An old ebonised and brass mounted tripod stand
£40-£60
An old painted wooden and papier maché
mannequin with jointed arms, raised on a plinth,
190cm high £80-£120
A pair of mother of pearl and gilt metal mounted
opera glasses; a plated tazza; various old drinking
glasses; sundry ornaments etc. £10-£20
An antique copper coal helmet AF; various
copper saucepan lids etc. £10-£20
A collection of various brass and other vintage
grease guns £15-£20
An old iron hearth stand and a hanging griddle
£10-£20
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A rare old wooden egg transporting box
£30-£50
A vintage rolling clamp; an old metal silencer
and two advertising tins £10-£20
Six vintage farm spanners £10-£20
A Stadium quarter light overtaking mirror in
original box and an extension mirror £10-£20
An old suitcase and contents of miscellaneous
medical items etc. £10-£20
Various copper and brass handled frying pans
and an unusual copper straining spoon £10-£20
An old wicker ﬁshing basket £10-£20
A small cast iron two division feeding trough
£10-£20
A small vintage trowel and fork and a terracotta
planter £5-£10
Two vintage garden sprinklers £10-£20
A vintage brass mixer tap and shower attachment
£10-£20
A box of various miscellaneous items including a
vintage Zenith carburettor and fuel tank, an old
grease gun, a heart shaped hearth stand and tools
£10-£20
A vintage garden line and a wooden dibber
£10-£20
An old Hurricane lamp£10-£20
A vintage wooden mallet £10-£20
A small vintage cast iron feeding trough
£10-£20
An old measuring chain £5-£10
Two old wooden handled sickles and a beet hook
£10-£20
A box of various miscellaneous vintage tools to
include a blow lamp, oil can, cobblers last etc.
£15-£20
A slipper bed pan, another bed pan and a
stoneware ﬂagon for Bullard & Sons Ltd.
Norwich £10-£20
A vintage multi bladed hedge trimmer having
turned wooden handle £10-£20
A galvanised metal bull mask £10-£20
A sickle and a crank handled sickle
£10-£20
A cast iron circular dog bowl and two vintage
milk churn lids £10-£20
Two vintage spring balances £10-£20
A vintage wire trap £10-£20
A quantity of brass stair rods £10-£20
Three old blow lamps £10-£20
Five various cast iron shoe lasts £10-£20
A Raydyot heater £10-£20
Two old cast iron signs for Young & Co. of
Diss, and another for Dean of Putney £10-£20
A Shinabro vintage portable Primus stove
£10-£20
A vintage copper weed eradicator £10-£20
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An ornate cast iron plaque with farm animal
decoration and a pair of large cast iron foot
ornaments £10-£20
A collection of various cast iron items to include
a baluster vase, cooking pots, ﬂat irons, weights,
hearth stand etc. £10-£20
A box Brownie camera; a Kodak Brownie
camera, camera lens etc. £10-£20
Two vintage tractor tool boxes and an old biscuit
tin £10-£20
A semi-rotary hand pump £10-£20
A small milk churn; a bee smoker; a model of a
tractor; a Kukri knife; iron letterbox etc. £10-£20
An old iron ornate grind stone for a stationery
engine £10-£20
Three oil pouring cans and an oiler £10-£20
A split cane ﬁshing rod; two nets etc. £5-£10
Three old pumps, one by Hickson & Hargreaves
of Bolton, one Stuart Turner Henley on Thames
example and a Shell spray pump £10-£20
A cast iron swing handled cauldron; three old
iron saucepans, one with lettering T.C.Clarke &
Co. £10-£20
A tap and die set, boxed £10-£20
Three Tilley lamps; a Hurricane lamp and a road
lamp £10-£20
A lead and leather horn trainer and an iron neck
collar £10-£20
A decorative iron tack hanger £10-£20
A wheelwright's traveller £10-£20
An old leather donkey saddle £20-£30
An iron stack tester in worn leather case £10-£20
A horses wooden anti-suckling neck cradle
£10-£20
A pair of large early thatching or sheep shears
and a smaller similar pair £10-£20
A lambs tail docking iron and a ﬁring iron
£10-£20
An old enamel bread bin £10-£20
A horse tail docker £10-£20
A rustic antique elm stool £20-£30
Two vintage butchers saws £10-£20
A vintage wooden ivory and mother of pearl
mounted stringed instrument AF £10-£20
A Lister of Dursley galvanised bucket £10-£20
A Manometer gauge by Negretti & Zambra AF
£40-£60
An old copper ships lamp £20-£40
Two pairs of wooden hames; horse bits etc.
£10-£20
A quantity of various old tools and handles
£10-£20
An Aldis signalling lamp £10-£20
A horse measuring walking stick £20-£40
A large old cast iron pestle and mortar £20-£30
An old wooden well pail £30-£50
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A gun sight in wooden case bearing label for
Edward Barnes of Portsmouth £40-£60
A large Victorian "Dead Fall" rat trap £20-£30
A Frister & Rosmann sewing machine in inlaid
walnut case £30-£50
A large oak barrel planter £20-£30
A Valor vintage heater £10-£20
An old patent ﬁre resistant safe complete with
key £30-£50
A vintage Valor Junior heater £20-£30
An antique copper copper, 51cm dia. x 35cm
high £150-£250
A vintage coppered milk churn, stamped
Trowbridge £150-£250
A painted London milk churn "Express Dairies"
£60-£80
A painted and decorated milk churn used for dog
food £60-£80
An alloy milk churn with lock down lid £30-£50
A vintage galvanised three gallon watering can
£20-£30
Two galvanised pails and two food scoops
£20-£30
Two galvanised pails £20-£30
A bronzed and gilt metal eﬀect milk churn with
swing handle £20-£30
Two galvanised pails £10-£20
A collection of various advertising glass milk
bottles etc. contained in plastic crates £20-£30
A galvanised chicken drinker and a trough
£10-£20
A galvanised oval bath and a large quantity of
ﬁshing nets and ﬂoats £25-£40
A small vintage sack barrow £20-£40
An old keg barrow £10-£20
An unusual terracotta H shaped chimney pot
£20-£30
An oval galvanised bath; galvanised mop bucket
and a painted watering can £10-£20
A patent galvanised "Economic" chicken feeder
No. 21619 £40-£60
A galvanised Milk Marketing Board churn
£20-£30
A vintage galvanised four gallon watering can
with rose £20-£40
A galvanised chicken drinker £10-£20
A galvanised coal hod and shovel £10-£20
A Victorian japanned metal hip bath £20-£40
A naturally grown, late 19th early 20th Century
four prong fork £30-£50
A vintage wooden dog cart £100-£150
Three cast iron wall braces £10-£20
A small cast iron trough and a planter
£10-£20
A cast iron circular planter £10-£20
A circular cast iron pig feeder £20-£30
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An unusual cast iron ﬁre grate; another and a cast
iron grate front £10-£20
An old metal milk churn £20-£30
An old iron corner feed trough £10-£20
Seven various old metal rain hoppers
£20-£30
An old wooden and iron mallet £10-£20
An old iron sack barrow base and a 56lb weight
£10-£20
A vintage garden aereator £10-£20
Seven various cast iron rain hoppers £30-£40
A small and unusual vintage single handled seed
drill £30-£40
An unusual small circular seed drill by Gower &
Son, Brittania Foundry Market Drayton, having
turned wooden handle £30-£40
A long handled sickle with wooden handle
£10-£20
An Atco lawn trimmer £10-£20
A large slasher with wooden handle and a smaller
slasher £10-£20
A vintage daisy grubber and a weeding hook
£10-£20
A thatching needle and a comb £10-£20
A shepherd's crook £15-£20
A metal handled scythe and a bill hook
£10-£20
A sheep dipping crook with wooden handle
£15-£20
A vintage multi bladed lawn trimmer £10-£20
A Graham Lawn aerator £10-£20
A small wooden handled bedding fork and spade
£10-£20
A small unusual root fork with wooden handle
£10-£20
A vintage garden fork and spade with wooden
handles £10-£20
Three vintage draining spades £20-£30
A small pitch fork and a ﬂat three tined fork
£10-£20
A pair of iron trestle stands £80-£120
A pair of iron trestle stands £80-£120
Two pairs of cast iron 7" and 8" wheels £20-£30
A vintage Antler ﬁtted case and a Flaxite ﬁbre
leather and brass mounted trunk, with luggage
labels £30-£40
An old Costermonger's barrow £250-£350
A 19th Century wooden and metal bound silver
trunk £40-£60
A 19th Century pine and metal bound baize
lined silver trunk £20-£30
A japanned metal trunk and a metal uniform
trunk £20-£30
A Bushell & Co. leather suitcase £30-£50
An early 20th Century leather Gladstone bag
£40-£60
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A good quality Art Deco period cabin/steamer
trunk ﬁtted six graduated drawers, fold out coat
hanger etc. bearing triangular labels with stork
and cradle motif, 138cm high overall £200-£400
A 19th Century wooden and metal bound plate
chest £40-£60
Two early 20th Century invalids chairs AF
£40-£60
An old pine and metal bound trunk £20-£40
An old stripped pine trunk with rope side
carrying handles £60-£80
A 19th Century golden oak decanter box with
brass carrying handles £60-£80
A small sewing machine by James Wier
£100-£150
A large antique iron lock and key AF £20-£30
A quantity of T G Green Cornish ware
£40-£60
A pair of Victorian brass twin branch candelabra
with pineapple decoration £40-£60
A 19th Century rotary crimping iron, with turned
bone handle £60-£80
A Victorian burr walnut trinket box; a pine
storage box and a mahogany drawing instruments
box £10-£20
An old cast iron ﬁre basket £30-£50
A cast iron ﬁre basket with ornate decoration
£30-£50
An old cast iron ﬁre basket £20-£30
An autoharp in ﬁtted case £40-£50
Four various antique swords £100-£150
An antique walnut and cross banded tea caddy converted; and a rosewood writing slope
£30-£50
A collection of various treen wooden spoons; an
apple crusher etc. £30-£50
A wooden crate containing a collection of various
stoneware medicine bottles, approx. 67 £20-£40
A Dellar Junior table top wind-up gramophone
£40-£60
A pair of ornate brass implement rests and a set
of three brass ﬁre implements £50-£60
A 19th Century mahogany cased hour shaped
mantel clock, by John Henderson of Dunfermline
with fuseé movement for restoration £50-£100
Three wooden clock cases; a biscuit barrel; a
novelty cigarette dispenser; an EverReady
magniﬁer etc. £20-£40
An antique oak candle box and a quantity of
candles £10-£20
An antique brass kettle of ﬂuted form and a brass
water jug £10-£20
A vintage oak cased Negretti & Zambra water
pressure cage £35-£55
A quantity of various brass ﬁre implements
£20-£30
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A brass tray and various items of Eastern
brassware £10-£20
A large leather suitcase and two small leather
cases £40-£60
A 19th Century mahogany and brass bound coal
bucket, having swing handle, 39cm dia. 34cm
high £40-£60
A collection of Triumph and other workshop
manuals and auto books £20-£30
A Victorian mahogany bow front table display
case, 76cm £40-£60
A No.7 Stanley smoothing plane £50-£80
A 1950's handmade wooden rocking horse,
possibly German 82cm overall, 66cm high
£60-£80
An old wooden scythe; a vintage ﬂame thrower
and a bag of various tools etc. £20-£30
A rabbiting spade; a long handled saw and a
stoneware hot water bottle £10-£20
Four Art Deco design glass and enamel wall
lights £40-£60
Two mid-20th Century metal magazine racks
£20-£30
A Dimplex 1960's electric ﬁre £20-£30
Two French spelter Art Nouveau design ﬁgures
£10-£20
An Art Deco style marble based table lamp
decorated with a bronzed hound £10-£20
A pair of 20th Century enamel ceiling lights
£10-£20
Three Art Deco style wall lights AF - one missing
shade £20-£30
A 1920's / 30's brass and metal shoe shop display
stand £20-£30
A Kodak Safe Light ﬁlter lamp £10-£20
A vintage cinema foyer lamp £100-£150
An old wooden and metal model yacht hull
£20-£30
Six Suﬀolk Horse Society stud books, 1935, 2 x
1936, 2 x 1941, and 1943 £20-£30
A box of various loose horse brasses £10-£20
Various leather Martingale straps hung with old
and modern horse brasses £20-£30
Two old enamel preserve pans and a boiling pan
£10-£20
A bridle with rubber reins £10-£20
Various reins £5-£10
Four pairs of stirrup irons and sundry horse tack
£10-£20
Two pairs of spurs £5-£10
Three horse girths £5-£10
A bowl with sundry horse tack and accessories £5
-£10
A head collar, reins and stirrup leathers £5-£10
An Italian Pariani saddle £20-£30
An old leather saddle £10-£20

Each lot is subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 18% plus VAT

660
661

A vintage electric ﬁre £2-£5
A crate of miscellaneous old glass bottles
£30-£50
662 A set of 14lb shop scales £10-£20
663 Four cast iron railway wagon ID plates
£20-£30
664 An old Wolseley grill £10-£20
665 Two wheels for an E Type Jaguar £10-£20
666 A Smith-Corona electric typewriter - sold as
collector's item £10-£20
667 An old tool box and contents of various
woodworking and other hand tools £10-£20
668 An enamel Sketchley Dry Cleaning Agency
advertising sign, double sided, 20" x 16"
£80-£120
669 A Will's Gold Flake Cigarettes, double sided
advertising sign, 11" x 16.5" £150-£180
670 An Eldorado metal double sided ice cream sign,
24" x 18" £20-£40
671 Two industrial metal radio speakers £20-£30
672 An Esso Lube crate and eight Esso bottles
£250-£300
673 A quantity of Avon and other scent bottles, in
the shape of trucks and cars £35-£50
674 A Tilley lamp £15-£20
675 A dumb waiter in the form of a Bugs Bunny
ﬁgure £10-£20
676 Two old wooden scythes; and various blades
£10-£20
677 A Yashica Cine camera, with original receipt,
hand book and accessories £10-£20
678 A wooden croquet set AF £40-£60
679 Eight various antique brass chamber candle sticks
- some complete with snuﬀers £20-£30
680 Two 1940's John Bull books £10-£20
681 An old Hurricane lamp, painted "E S Police"
£10-£20
681A Various old cross cut saws etc. £10-£20
682 A Victorian inlaid three drawer miniature chest,
30cm x 56cm £20-£30
683 Two cartridge belts; a shooting bag and a twelve
bore cleaning kit contained in a wooden
advertising tray £20-£30
684 A length of old rope £10-£20
685 A Victorian cast iron stove £20-£40
686 A brass and copper Art Nouveau design
telescopic oil lamp standard £20-£30
687 A Victorian cast iron stove with brass carrying
handles £20-£40
688 A Victorian counter top shop display case, 92cm
wide x 61cm high £60-£100
689 A pair of old fencing masks £5-£10
690 An old metal and glass Arts & Crafts design
porch lantern AF £20-£30
691 A set of four Jacques bowling woods £10-£20
692 A Victorian cast iron stick stand AF £10-£20

693

A Tollys "Old Strong Winter Ale" show card; a
Remington example; and another for "All Fruit
Crushes" £20-£30
694 A Victorian copper and cast iron table oil lamp
and a set of old vintage iron shop scales incomplete £20-£30
694A A stripped pine blanket box £30-£50
695 An old cast iron ﬁre grate and various tools
£10-£20
696 Two decorative cast iron grills £10-£20
697 A vintage metal ware watering can with rose AF
£5-£10
698 A set of cast iron and enamel kitchen scales and
weights £10-£20
699 A model wooden dog cart £20-£30
700 An antique pewter pint mug with brass mount;
two others and a Japanese hinged metal ware box
£20-£30
701 Two pairs of old iron ﬁre dogs; an iron trivet;
brass fender and two metal fenders £20-£30
702 A vintage plaited ship rope £10-£20
703 A vintage oﬃce guillotine £10-£20
704 An antique metal ware portable oven with brass
carrying handle £10-£20
705 An Art Nouveau design brass fender and a set of
three brass ﬁre implements £30-£50
706 A vintage wooden trouser press £10-£20
707 A set of antique wooden and metal foot bellows
£10-£20
708 An old brass coal helmet and a metal ware shovel
AF £10-£20
709 A large 19th Century sycamore dairy bowl
£40-£60
710 An earthenware and glazed dairy bowl
£20-£30
711 A collection of eleven brass and metal toasting
forks £20-£40
712 A circular enamel cream pan and two enamel
trays £20-£30
713 An old galvanised ships anchor light £20-£40
714 A Singer sewing machine and part treadle sewing
machine base £5-£10
715 A brass skimmer and a chestnut roaster £20-£30
716 An antique iron ratchet jack £10-£20
717 A seated Charlie Chaplin ﬁgure £20-£30
718 Five various cast iron saucepans and frying pans
and a glazed pottery tureen £10-£20
719 Three large garden cloches - one AF £60-£80
720 A circular enamel double sided "Gulf"
advertising sign, 20" dia. £30-£50
721 A vintage leather suitcase, with brass ﬁttings and
old luggage labels AF £10-£20
722 Four model tractors and World Farming
magazines £10-£20
723 Four model tractors and World Farming
magazines £10-£20

Each lot is subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 18% plus VAT

724

Four model tractors and World Farming
magazines £10-£20
725 Four model tractors and World Farming
magazines £10-£20
726 Four model tractors and World Farming
magazines £10-£20
727 Four model tractors and World Farming
magazines £10-£20
728 Four pairs of unused leather buskins with original
price labels, and one pair of unused ankle gaiters,
stamped Austin Reid £20-£30
729 A quantity of "Understanding Science"
magazines £5-£10
730 A quantity of table linen etc. £10-£20
731 A wooden model of a horse and 2 wheeled tip
cart £20-£40
732 A Corinthian bagatelle board £10-£20
733 Two white china chamber pots and a bed pan
£10-£20
734 Three oil lamps £10-£20
734A A wooden oxen yoke £20-£30
735 Two vintage caravan steps £20-£30
735A An old steelyard weighing up to 300lb by
Rushbrook of Smithﬁeld £20-£40
736 A vintage wall mounting display case
£20-£30
737 An enamel kettle; two saucepans and a casserole
dish £15-£20
738 A set of vintage steel butchers hooks £30-£50
739 A collection of various vintage china and other
pomanders £10-£20
740 A Stonia mahogany cased table gramophone with
some 78rpm records £40-£60
741 An vintage mahogany blackboard T square
£10-£20
742 A stone glazed ﬂagon and seven various old glass
demi-johns £5-£10
743 An old horn gramophone AF £20-£40
744 A mounted hunting trophy £20-£30
745 A mounted hunting trophy £20-£30
746 A pair of vintage bulls horns, mounted to a
mahogany scrolled bracket £20-£40
747 Two old sets of postage scales £10-£20
748 A small prie-dieux chair £20-£30
749 Three taxidermy items £10-£20
750 A collection of various tools to include cobblers
lasts, blow lamp, axe head etc. £20-£30
751 An Ingersol model XK510 miniature television /
radio with instruction book; and a Goblin
Teasmaid, with instruction book £20-£30
752 A Crest Line special slide projector £5-£10
753 A Sirram picnic set £45-£55
754 A collection of various vintage tins £30-£50
755 A Co-operative Wholesale Society set of shop
scales and weights £10-£20
756 A Singer sewing machine - case AF £5-£10

757

A collection of various 19th Century glass prism
chandelier drops £10-£20
758 A set of cast iron shop scales and weights
£20-£30
759 A Martin of Stamford tractor seat and a steel seat
£20-£30
760 A Lucas car spot light £10-£20
761 A collection of various vintage oil cans, funnels
etc. £50-£80
762 Three vintage wooden fruit trays £15-£20
763 A National Cash Register £20-£30
764 A vintage metal bench vice and a ball hitch
£10-£20
765 A large collection of vintage car accessories
including Morris wheel caps, old wheel brace,
lights etc. £10-£20
766 An antique wooden and iron pulley block
£10-£20
767 An RAC enamel bin; a vintage carp kettle; two
enamel bowls and a metal preserve pan £20-£30
768 Two vintage wire work French bottle carriers
£25-£40
769 A collection of various old horseshoes £25-£40
770 A vintage mixer shower tap; four cast iron bath
feet and an old copper coal scuttle AF £10-£20
771 A 19th Century rosewood and brass mounted
writing slope £20-£40
772 A miscellaneous lot of metal ware, including scale
pans, part of an oil lamp, cruet stands etc.
£20-£30
773 Five various Victorian trinket boxes £20-£30
773A A Spong bean slicer £10-£20
774 A Murphy transistor radio and a Wien 10 radio
£10-£20
775 A 19th Century burr walnut sarcophagus tea
caddy for restoration; and two rosewood and
mother of pearl inlaid examples £20-£30
776 Two Eumig projectors with original boxes
£10-£20
777 A Georgian burr yew wood tea caddy, in need of
restoration; a mahogany similar and four
Victorian examples £20-£30
778 A Summerford cast iron turtle stove £30-£50
779 An antique pine pew, 250cm long £40-£60
780 An antique pine bench, 280cm long £40-£60
781 A box of miscellaneous horse tack, to include
bridles, reins, stirrups and a horse collar
£20-£30
782 Two pairs of vintage carriage lamps AF £20-£40
783 A quantity of driving harness etc. £60-£100
784 A Land Southwold straw work ﬁshing bag; a
leather satchel; various ﬁshing ﬂoats, reel etc.
£40-£60
785 A set of chemist scales £10-£20
786 A child's chair circa. 1960's for restoration
£10-£20

Each lot is subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 18% plus VAT
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A set of trademan's harness to ﬁt a 14.2 hand
horse £250-£350
A silk jockey's cap £10-£20
A pine trug and a quantity of garden line
£10-£20
A wall mounting display cabinet enclosed by glass
sliding doors £10-£20
A gypsy wagon harness to ﬁt a 14.2 hand horse
£250-£350
A heavy horse collar £20-£30
A vintage galvanised steamer £20-£30
A wooden model fort £10-£20
A metal ware vintage bathroom cabinet
£10-£20
A rustic elm three legged stool £10-£20
A W & T Avery set of shop scales on a white
glazed china plinth complete with some weights
£30-£50
A set of ﬁve vintage stacking chairs £40-£60
A vintage galvanised laundry bin £10-£20
An old wooden and metal bound measure,
contents to include part of a lamp, an antler, an
old pine lid, and a wicker basket £10-£20
A Tarver & Sidwell of Leamington Spa banana
box £25-£35
Four various vintage named crates £20-£30
Four various vintage leather and other suitcases
£30-£40
A vintage leather covered hat box, (Thol brand by
H W Johnston & Sons); a leather and canvas
covered suitcase; a battened trunk; and a large
leather mounted trunk AF £30-£40
A japanned metal travelling trunk and two larger
similar £10-£20
A vintage doll's pram £10-£20
Four vintage children's scooters £20-£30
A vintage wooden rocking horse £40-£60
An early 20th Century child's dolls pram
£20-£30
A vintage revolving barbers chair £120-£160
Three vintage leather and canvas battened
travelling trunks £20-£30
A large vintage barrow with iron rimmed spoked
wheels, 250cm long £100-£200
A vintage mangle by G.H.Saville of Ironbridge
£20-£30
A vintage push-a-long seed drill by Davis & Son
£20-£30
Three vintage push hoes £10-£20
A Sexton seed drill by George Munro Ltd. with
iron bout marker £20-£30
An old pulley driven clipper attachment £10-£20
An old cultivator attachment £10-£20
An old iron strong box £10-£20
A Pfaﬀ winch £10-£20
Four old iron wheels £10-£20

822
823

824
825
826
827
828
829
830
831
832

833
834
835
836
837
838
839
840
841

Two Howard rotovators and various sundry parts
- all for restoration £40-£60
A horticultural plough attachment; a belt driven
rotovator head and a James Beresford & Son of
Birmingham water pump £10-£20
A Legg vintage battery charger £10-£20
A large and unusual cross cut saw £10-£20
A Honda G150 petrol engine £20-£30
A cantilever tool box and contents of various old
spanners £10-£20
A Bentall & Co. W.P.A. unchockable sugar beet
guard £10-£20
A large iron hay rack £20-£30
A sharpening wheel with old electric motor
£5-£10
A Suﬀolk Swift push mower with grass box
£10-£20
A Ransomes petrol cylinder mower; another AF
and a quantity of various mower parts for
restoration £10-£20
A Victorian patent knife cleaner £20-£40
A large iron leg vice £10-£20
A small iron wheel £10-£20
A large Record vice £10-£20
A vintage ﬁre extinguisher £5-£10
A Harrods cast iron garden roller £20-£30
A cast iron garden roller £10-£20
A vintage enamel nursing trolley £20-£30
A painted wooden wishing well £10-£20

Saturday 15th September
The Nicholls collection of vintage tractors,
Suﬀolk
Wednesday 19th September
Machinery dispersal Sale, Suﬀolk
Wednesday 26th September
Machinery dispersal Sale, Suﬀolk
Saturday 27th October
Machinery Collective Sale,
Campsea Ashe Auction Centre
Catalogues available to download from the
website three weeks before each sale
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Lot 663

Lot 687

Lot 787

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
1.
INTRODUCTION
The following defining terms are used in these conditions:“Auction”
Means any auction conducted by Clarke and Simpson Auctions Ltd. either at the premises owned by them or elsewhere (including any internet based
auction);
“Auctioneer”
Means Clarke and Simpson Auctions Ltd. authorised auctioneer as appropriate;
“Bidder”
Means a bidder at an auction, including the bidders personally present at the venue and those bidding by telephone or over the internet or otherwise;
“Buyer”
Means the bidder whose bid was the last bid when the auctioneer concludes the bidding;
“Conditions”
Means these Terms and Conditions of Sale;
“Hammer Price”
Means the level of bidding reached (at or above any reserve) when the auctioneer brings the bidding to a close;
“Lot”
Means any property accepted by Clarke and Simpson Auctions Ltd. for offer at auction;
2.
DESCRIPTION
No warranty is given or implied by the description in the catalogue. Each lot is sold in its condition at the time of sale with all faults, defects, imperfections and errors of description
(if any). Whilst every endeavour has been made to describe the items adequately and properly, the purchaser shall deem to have inspected the lot at time of purchase. All catalogues
and seller’s and buyer’s guides are for information only and do not form part of the contract.
3.
STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS
Purchasers will be deemed to have satisfied themselves prior to purchasing regarding current legal requirements (e.g. Health & Safety at Work Act) and it is expressly brought to the
bidders attention that equipment in the sale may not necessarily comply with such regulations. Any purchaser shall satisfy himself as to any statutory requirement for the use of any
item and no liability shall rest with the vendors nor the Auctioneers.
4.
THE AUCTION
All auctions are conducted at the absolute discretion of the auctioneer. The auctioneer shall conduct the auction with reasonable skill and care. The vendor reserves the right to sell
subject to reserve price in respect of all lots. What constitutes a bid shall be at the absolute discretion of the auctioneer, acting with appropriate skill and care. The auctioneer shall
have the right to refuse any bid in all cases but most notably when such a bid does not exceed the previous bid by at least 10% or such a proportion as the auctioneer shall in his
absolute discretion direct. Where two or more bids at the same level are simultaneously received by the auctioneer, the auctioneer at his absolute discretion shall determine which bid
to prefer. Subject to the foregoing where two or more bids are at the same level are simultaneously received by the auctioneer, the bid submitted in the room shall take preference
over a bid submitted by telephone or internet at the same level. Any bid made or attempted by telephone or over the internet will only be deemed to have been made if received by
the auctioneer. The auctioneer reserves the right to withdraw, consolidate or divide any lot or lots or submit them in any order that they desire. The auctioneer has the right at his
absolute discretion to refuse admission to his premises or attendance at (or participation in) any auction by any person. In the case of any dispute, the auctioneer shall be sole
arbitrator in any matters arising during or out of the sale.
5.
BIDDERS
All bidders will be required to register their particulars, bidders attending in person and those accompanying them will be required to provide photo ID and separate confirmation of
address prior to viewing or taking any part of the sale and before entering any part of the premises to view. All bidders accept full liability for all bids submitted. Subject to the clause
in this document headed “The Auction”, the highest bidder at the close of bidding shall be the buyer. Any dispute about a bid shall be settled at the auctioneer’s absolute discretion.
Bidders are all deemed to act as principles unless there is prior written acknowledgement by Clarke and Simpson Auctions Ltd. that a bidder is acting as an agent for a named
principle. Bidders are strongly encouraged to attend the auction in person. The bidders shall be responsible for any decision to bid for a particular lot and shall be deemed to have
carefully inspected and satisfied themselves as to condition, neither Clarke and Simpson Auctions Ltd., their employees or agents shall be responsible for any neglect or default in
doing or failing to do so. Bidders will be given ample opportunity to view and inspect before the sale and prospective buyers must satisfy themselves as to all matters.
6.
DEFAULT
Clarke and Simpson Auctions Ltd. shall act as agent of the vendor only. Any contracts for the sale of a lot shall be formed between the vendor and the buyer. As agent, only Clarke
and Simpson Auctions Ltd. shall not be responsible for default by the vendor or the buyer. If any lot is not paid for in full and taken away in accordance with these conditions, or
there is any other breach of the conditions, then Clarke and Simpson Auctions Ltd. as agents for vendor shall at its absolute discretion and without prejudice to any other rights it
may have, be entitled to exercise all or any of the following rights and remedies:6.1
to proceed against the buyer for any action of debt or damages for breach of contract;
6.2
to rescind the sale of that lot or lots sold by Clarke and Simpson Auctions Ltd. to a defaulting buyer;
6.3
to resell the lot (by auction or private treaty) in which case the defaulting buyer shall be responsible for any resulting deficiency in the total amount due (after crediting
any part payment and adding any resale costs), any possible surplus so arising shall belong to the vendor;
6.4
to remove, store and insure the lot at the expense of the defaulting buyer and, in the case of storage, the location of such storage shall be at Clarke and Simpson Auctions
Ltd. discretion;
6.5
to charge interest at a rate not exceeding 2% per month of the total amount due to the extent that it remains unpaid for more than two working days after the sale;
6.6
to retain that or any lot sold to the defaulting buyer until the buyer pays the total amount due;
6.7
to reject or ignore bids from the defaulting buyer at future auctions or to impose conditions before any such bids are accepted;
6.8
to apply any proceeds of sale for any other lots due or in the future becoming due to the defaulting buyer towards the settlement of the total remaining due.
7.
INDEMNITIES, PENALTIES AND LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY
Purchasers shall pay for any damage done by themselves or their agents during the removal of their lots. Attendance at the sale shall be at the risk of those attending in respect of
both themselves and to their goods and vehicles. Any indemnity under these conditions will extend to all actions, costs, expenses, claims and demand whatsoever suffered or incurred
by the person entitled to the benefit of it and Clarke and Simpson Auctions Ltd. declare themselves to be a trustee of the benefit of such indemnity so far as it is expressed to be the
benefit of its employees and agents. Whilst Clarke and Simpson Auctions Ltd. endeavour to ensure that the information on their websites is correct, they do not warranty the
accuracy and completeness of the material on their website. Also, Clarke and Simpson Auctions Ltd. can make changes to the material on their website, or alter the products and
prices described on it, at any time without notice. The material on the website may be out of date, Clarke and Simpson Auctions Ltd. make no commitment to update such material.
All material on the websites is provided “as is” without any conditions, warranties or other terms at any time. Accordingly, to the maximum extent permitted by law, the website is
provided to all parties on the basis that Clarke and Simpson Auctions Ltd. exclude all representations, warranties, conditions and other terms which, but for this legal notice, might
have effect in relation to the website.
8.
ELECTRICAL SAFETY REGULATIONS
All electrical lots are subject to electrical safety regulations and fall within “the low voltage electrical equipment (safety) regulations 1989” – all items have been pat tested for safety
but are not guaranteed in working order.
9.
GENERAL MATTERS
Any notice to any buyer, vendor, bidder or viewer may be given by first class mail or email in which case it shall be deemed to have been received by the addressee forty-eight hours
after posting or sending. All notices to Clarke and Simpson Auctions Ltd. must be sent in writing and email is not acceptable. Any indulgence extended to any person by Clarke
and Simpson Auctions Ltd., notwithstanding the strict terms of these conditions or the terms of consignment, shall affect the position at the relevant time only and the respect of
that particular concession only; in all other respects these conditions shall be construed as having full force and effect. These conditions and any disputes or claims arising out or in
connection with them or their subject matter or formation (including non-contractual disputes or claims) are governed by and construed in accordance with the law of England. The
parties irrevocably agree that the courts of England have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute or claim that arises out of or in connection with the agreement or its subject matter
or formation (including non-contractual disputes or claims).
10.
PUBLICITY
Any catalogue and buyer and seller guides are provided for information only and do not form part of these conditions. The catalogue and the buyer and seller guides may contain
additional terms and conditions. Clarke and Simpson Auctions Ltd. reserve the right to use any photographs, background information and research for publicity purposes both before
and after the sale.
11.
THE PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT ARRANGEMENTS
There is a buyer’s premium 18% plus VAT payable in respect of the sale. Any purchases made via “www.the-saleroom.com” or “www.ibidder.com” shall be subject to an
administration charge of 3% plus VAT on the price. Preferred payment is cash, bank transfer or personal debit card. Such cards may only be used on a chip and pin basis with the
owner present. No payment over £350 will be accepted by telephone. Payment will be accepted online via our secure e commerce account. We do not accept credit cards or
international debit cards. Payment by cheque will only be acceptable subject to prior arrangement. No lot will be removed from the sale until any cheque has cleared. Payment is
due on the day of the sale. Cash in excess of £7,500 (including V.A.T.) will not be accepted from any one person, this is not allowed due to Money Laundering Regulations 2007.
All money received will be held in Clarke & Simpson Auctions Ltd. Clients No 2 Account at Barclays Bank plc, Martlesham Heath, Ipswich, Suffolk. Account Number 83428591.
Sort Code 20 98 07. Clarke and Simpson Auctions Ltd. have no responsibility for any lot between the close of bidding and payment being made and subsequent collection. All
payments from overseas buyers shall be made by Bank Transfer and bank fees paid in addition. Please note all policy regarding payment will be enforced and suitable arrangements
must be made.
12.
REMOVAL OF LOTS
The ownership of any lot purchased shall not pass to the relevant buyer until they have made payment in full to Clarke and Simpson Auctions Ltd. of the total amount due including
any storage due. The buyer shall at their own risk and expense take away any lot that they have purchased and paid for not later than two working days following the day of the

auction after which they shall be responsible for any removal, storage and insurance charges. Any lots not collected within four weeks of the date of sale will be resold by the
auctioneer and all proceeds will be retained by the auctioneer to cover storage costs.
13.
NUMBER BIDDING
This will be used for speed and efficiency as in all our sales. All prospective purchasers must complete a registration form and register in the office on the view day or morning of sale
to receive a number for bidding.
Please also note that photo ID and additional confirmation of address will be required.
14.
ONLINE BIDDING
Clarke & Simpson Auctions Ltd. offer an online bidding service via the-saleroom.com and ibidder.com for bidders who cannot attend the sale. In completing the bidder registration
on www.the-saleroom.com or ibidder.com and providing your payment card details and, unless alternative arrangements are agreed with Clarke & Simpson Auctions Ltd.:
1.
authorise Clarke & Simpson Auctions Ltd., if they so wish, to charge the payment card given in part or full payment, including all fees, for items successfully purchased
in the auction via www.the-saleroom.com or ibidder.com, and
2.
confirm that you are authorised to provide these payment card details to Clarke & Simpson Auctions Ltd. through www.the-saleroom.com or ibidder.com and agree
that Clarke & Simpson Auctions Ltd. are entitled to ship the goods to the card holder name and card holder address provided in fulfilment of the sale.
Please note that any lots purchased via the-saleroom.com or ibidder.com live auction service will be subject to an additional 3% buyer’s premium + VAT at the rate
imposed on the hammer price.
15.
TELEPHONE BIDDING
We offer a telephone bidding service where possible, but this service can never be guaranteed. No applications for telephone bids will be accepted after the end of the viewing prior to
sale day for any sale. All potential telephone bidders must provide a valid landline number and email address and agrees that they have read and understood the Terms and
Conditions and satisfied themselves regarding any lot in accordance with these Terms and Conditions. No phone bids will be accepted for any lot with a lower guide figure of less
than £100. All those who wish to bid by telephone will be expected to deposit an amount determined by Clarke and Simpson Auctions Limited and not less than the minimum guide
for all lots that they wish to bid upon into the Clients Account for Clarke and Simpson Auctions Ltd before the sale starts. This payment is not acceptable by card. In the event of
default, this sum shall be retained as part payment or any part may be retained to recover losses under clause 6 of these Terms and Conditions. We will expect payment of the balance
owing by BACS on the following day, any payment not met within five working days will result in the forfeiture of the deposit paid.
16.
AT FAULT (A.F.) LOTS
Certain lots are catalogued at (A.F.), damaged, restored etc., however the absence of any such notice does not imply that the piece is free from defects, nor does it indicate that other
defects are not also present. Mention is not made of breakage, cracks, chips or any damage which can be noted by careful inspection, therefore, intending purchasers MUST, in all
cases, be responsible for determining the condition of the lots themselves.
17.
ESTIMATES
Presale estimates are intended only as a guide for intending purchasers, are given in good faith and subject to revision.
18.
CONDITION REPORTS
Clarke and Simpson are unable to guarantee that requests for condition reports/images received will be responded to. Clarke and Simpson are happy to give a Condition Report
where possible on the physical condition of goods, this will be provided on behalf of the seller on the understanding that Clarke and Simpson are not entering into a contract with
you in respect of the Condition Report and accordingly does not assume responsibility to you in respect of it. All lots are available for your own inspection or for inspection by an
expert instructed by you, therefore these Condition Reports are for guidance only and all lots are sold “as found”. Condition reports do not form part of a contract.
19.
COMMISSION BIDS
The auctioneers will be pleased to execute bids for those unable to attend the sale. Lots will be purchased at the lowest bid the room bidding or any reserves will allow. In the event of
identical bids, the earliest bid received will take precedence. There must always be a maximum limit indicated. Buy or unlimited bids will not be accepted. Commission bids placed
by telephone are accepted at the client’s risk. We urge our clients to place such bids before the start of the sale. All such commissions are left entirely at the buyer’s risk.
20.
VALUE ADDED TAX
The symbol * after any lot number indicates that Value Added Tax is payable by the buyer on the hammer price.
21.
AUCTIONEERS MARGIN SCHEME
The Auctioneers Margin Scheme allows auctioneers to sell items without VAT on the hammer price. Under the margin scheme an amount equivalent to VAT at the current rate is
added to the buyer’s premium. This amount cannot be refunded. The VAT element will not be shown separately on the buyer’s invoice. This VAT is not recoverable as Import Tax.
22.
ATTRIBUTION OF PICTURES AND DRAWINGS
Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of any statements as to authorship, attribution, origin, date, age, provenance and condition of any lot whether or not such statement forms
part of the description of any such lot. Whether any such statement is made orally or in the catalogue it is an expression of opinion and not to be taken as being or implying any
warranties or representations of facts by the auctioneers. Each buyer by making a bid for a lot acknowledges that he has satisfied himself fully as to the attribution and condition of
the lot. The following is for guidance only and does not form part of a contract.
A. The forename (s) (or full stops where not known) and surname of an artist indicates in our opinion a work by the artist.
B.
The initials of the forename (s) and the surname of the artist indicates in our opinion a work of the period of the artist which may be wholly or in part his work.
C. The surname of the artist indicates in our opinion a work of the school or by one of the followers of the artist or in his style and of uncertain date.
D. Signed, Dated, Inscribed indicated in our opinion work signed/dated/inscribed by the artist.
E.
Bears signature indicates in our opinion that this is not the signature of the artist.
F.
Attributed to may be used to denote a traditional attribution based on style.
G.
Manner of indicates in our opinion a work executed in the artist/craftsman's style but of a later date.
H. After indicates in our opinion a copy (of any date) of work of an artist or craftsman.
The addition of a question mark after any of the cataloguing terms above indicates an element of doubt.
23.
DRIOTE DE SUITE ROYALTY CHARGES
All United Kingdom Art Market professionals (which includes auctioneers) are required to collect a royalty payment for all qualifying Works of Art. This applies to living artists and
those who have died in the last 70 years. This payment is calculated on qualifying Works of Art which are sold for a hammer price more than the UK sterling equivalent of €1,000
(the UK sterling equivalent will fluctuate in line with prevailing interest rates calculated by the Artist’s Resale Right Service Hub, based on the European Central Bank reference rate
published at 2.15pm on the day of the sale, and can be found on www.dacs.org.uk). All items in this catalogue that are marked “ü ” are potentially qualifying items, and the royalty
charge will apply if the hammer price is more than UK sterling equivalent of €1,000. The royalty charge will be added to purchase invoices and must be paid before items can be
cleared. All royalty charges are paid to the design and Artists Copyright Society (DACS) by the auctioneers and no handling costs or additional fees with respect to these charges will
be retained by the auctioneer. This charge may also be applicable to lots not marked “ü” and buyers must satisfy themselves. The royalty charge for qualifying items which achieve a
hammer price of more than the UK sterling equivalent of €1,000 , but less than the UK sterling equivalent of €50,000 is 4%. For qualifying items that sell for more than the UK
equivalent of €50,000 a sliding scale of royalty charges will apply. For a complete list of the royalty charges and threshold levels please refer to www.dacs.org.uk. There is no VAT
payable on this royalty charge.
24.
ENDANGERED SPECIES
Lots sold at auction may include endangered or other species of wildlife and plant life, for example ivory, tortoiseshell, crocodile skin, whale bone, ebony or rosewood. Some
countries restrict or prohibit import or export of objects containing these materials or require a licence/permit for their movement (e.g. a CITES Licence). Prior to bidding on a lot
which may include these or similar materials, buyers must familiarise themselves with the relevant laws and regulations regarding their movement.
25.
JEWELLERY
Gemstones are often treated to enhance colour and improve appearance. They may be heated or treated by oil or resin to intensify the colour and transparency. Other technics like
dying, irradiation, coating and impregnation can also be used. Buyers must be aware that unless the catalogue specifically states otherwise then the stone is natural, buyers must
assume that any treatment may not be permanent, and that special care may be needed in the future.
26.
EXPORT
Any lot purchased at auction may be subject to export restrictions and may require a licence for export out of the United Kingdom. The buyer is responsible for obtaining any
licences that may be required (including any licence that may be required for import into the destination country) – any denial of such a licence will not be grounds for the buyer to
cancel the purchase.
27.
THIRD PARTY LIABILITY
All members of the public on Clarke and Simpson Auctions premises are there at their own risk and must note the layout of the buildings and site and the appropriate security
arrangements. Accordingly, neither the Auctioneer nor its employees or agents shall incur liability for death or personal injury (except as required by law) or similarly for the safety or
persons visiting the premises.
28.
CONSIGNMENT
All sellers will have received a copy of Clarke & Simpson Auctions Terms regarding consignment of lots for sale and these Terms and Conditions should be read in accordance with
this consignment documentation.
29.
VEHICLES
Please see additional Terms and Conditions regarding vehicles. These may be found on our website or alternatively, please request a copy.
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